VENUE

Location
Château de Pourtalès
161, rue Mélanie
67000 Strasbourg

Access
From Strasbourg Station
Tram line A or D to Place de l’Etoile, cross to the Quai du Général Koenig
at Place du Maréchal de Lattre-de-Tassigny take Bus n°15 direction Robertau,
to bus stop Lamproie, from there follow rue Mélanie to the château

Enrolment
No registration fees, obligatory enrolment before
1 December 2015

Aurélie KRAFT
Université de Strasbourg
Fédération de recherche n°3241
11 rue du Maréchal Juin - BP 68
67046 Strasbourg cedex
Tél. : 33(0)3 68 85 87 81
Fax : 33(0)3 68 85 85 71
Courriel : aurelie.kraft@unistra.fr
7 December: Opening 17.00-18.30

Welcome
Thomas LEIBRECHT

Book presentation: 25 years Territorial Cooperation: A Historical perspective
Birte WASSENBERG (Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Strasbourg, Jean Monnet Chair)
Bernard REITEL (Université d’Artois, Arras)

Presentation of the Nordic Journal on Borders
Maurice CARREZ (Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Strasbourg, Vice-Director of UMR Dynamiques européennes)

Presentation CEPA foundation study visit to Guatemala
Birte WASSENBERG

How do borders separate?
CEPA Student working group

8 December: 9.00-17.00
Introduction and Key note: 9.00-10.00
Session chair: Waheeda LILLEVIK (College of New Jersey)

Introduction: The Border: Source of Conflict or Place of Reconciliation
Birte WASSENBERG (Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Strasbourg)

Key Speaker

Border Security in Europe and North America in comparative perspectives
Emmanuel BRUNET-JAILLY (University of Victoria, Canada, Chair Jean Monnet)

Coffee break

First part: 10.30-12.00
European Border Experiences: From Conflict to Cooperation?
Session chair: Anne THEVENET (Euro-Institute, Kehl)

Coffee break

Polish-German Border- A Laboratory of Transnational Cooperation
Beata HALICKA (University Adam Mickiewicz, Poland, Poznan/Slubice)

Beyond “Erbfeind” and after Reconciliation: Shopping? Comments on French-German Cross-Border Tourism as a Common Integrative Routine
Bernhard KOEPENN (LISER, Luxembourg)

How sub-national authorities on both sides of the Channel/Manche have responded to the pressures of cross-border migration and how they have co-operated on the issue
Christopher HUGGINS (Kele University Newcastle)

The Security of the EU through its External Borders: the Examples of the EEA and the TTIP
Antoine ULLESTAD (University of Strasbourg, PHD Student)

Lunch

Second part: 14.00-17.00
Border Regions: Sources of Conflict?
Session chair: Joachim BECK (Fachhochschule Kehl)

Smugglers and Flawed Citizenship
Adriana DORFMAN (University Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil)

Conflicts over Sovereignty in Europe in the so-called Post-Sovereignty Era
Jàume Castan PINOS (University of Southern Denmark, Sonderborg)

Coffee break

Round-table
Session chair: Marion ABALLEA (University of Strasbourg)

Case Studies of Border Conflicts
CEPA Student working group

Discussion

Conclusion : Birte WASSENBERG